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Contract of shariah is defined as a contract based on the provisions of Islamic law. In practice Contract of shariah, basmalah word is included in the beginning of contract, this is intended as a basmalah clause. This clause is not included in the contract, but only in contracts of Shariah, this inclusion is also for distinguishing between contracts of shariah with other contracts.

This research is focused on the inclusion of basmalah clause in the contract of shariah which aims to understand the nature of basmalah clause in the contract of shariah and it is legal status to determine validity of the contract of shariah, because the inclusion of this clause is not founded in the standard preparation of contracts and the rule of law.

The method that used in this research were library research, it is directed and focused on the research of material reference relating with the legal position of the basmalah clause on contract of shariah. Sources of law that used is the Civil draft (Civil Code) in particular clauses wich relating to the agreement or contract, Shariah Economic Law Compilation (KHES) notably Article of the Agreement and the concepts developed among legal experts about the agreement or contract of shariah.

The results of this research indicating that the inclusion of basmalah clause constitute form of realization of conviction principle who each side to actualize the responsibility of vertical and horizontal. This is based on al-qur’an nash and al-hadith, so writing of basmalah is a necessity to get the legality contract of shariah for muslim. Because the contract is a written agreement, then basmalah also must be in writing (al-kitabah principle). But contract of shariah still legal if only watched from the Civil draft (Civil Code) and Shariah Economic Law Compilation (KHES) based on agreement reached each side.